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✓ The images and dimensions are provided for information purposes only. Some 
measurements have been rounded up by 6 inches and the required surface 
indicated varies when modules are combined. 

✓ Products are subject to change without notice. 

✓ The technical drawings show the above-ground part only. All modules are firmly 
anchored in the ground for safety reasons.

✓ All information and images contained in the catalogues are the exclusive property 
of Eskair.

✓ Contact us for the high-resolution version of the catalogues. 
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Eskair, your ally for exceptional recreational spaces and equipment

Eskair designs, manufactures and installs outdoor recreational equipment made from cedar. We offer a wide range of playground modules and

accessories, original street furniture, as well as adult fitness equipment, all adapted to the natural environment to create a striking effect! Eskair

also provides a turnkey planning, development and integration service, a support service and an engineering and architecture department in

order to carry out your most ambitious projects.

Founded in 2014 by Éric Bourgault, a recreologist by training and construction contractor, the Drummondville company distributes its products

throughout Quebec, Canada and the United States. Eskair's focus is on the needs of creative and psychomotor development in childhood, as well

as to promote healthy lifestyles. We are committed to creating meaningful playgrounds, as well as exercise, teaching and Socialize areas suitable

for the local environment, which are well designed and inspired by nature.

SIGNATURE ESKAIR SOLUTIONS

With its expertise in designing smart and forward-thinking spaces, Eskair has developed an approach to support and collaborate with its 

customers. We also specialize in schoolyard revitalization and have the ability to create custom equipment to meet your needs.  Our recognized 

expertise greatly simplifies your project and guarantees that it will be appreciated by your customers.

Our range of products and services

✓ Preschool and school playgrounds (18 months to 12 years)

✓ Urban, parks and public spaces furniture

✓ Fitness courses

✓ Project design integrated into your landscape and 

environment

✓ Custom or themed playground design

✓ 2D and 3D project implementation plan

✓ Consultation and project concept design
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Eskair, oversized, playful and creative modules

Overview

✓ All of our equipment meets the Canadian CAN/CSA Z614-20 playground standard. 

✓ Our playgrounds are equipped with CSA-certified cedar fibre for play areas.

✓ All of our play modules are constructed from eastern white cedar or western red cedar, species known for their resistance to rot. Our 

equipment is therefore delivered without chemical treatment. Cedar is also known to pose little risk of splinters, has good structural 

uniformity and very high resistance to insects in its natural state.  

✓ We use cedar logs 4 to 12 inches in diameter that give our equipment a remarkable appearance and strength, far exceeding the structural 

integrity requirements of the equipment.

✓ Our 100% natural and untreated wood enables us to offer you a warranty for up to 12 years and requires little maintenance. Ask for a list 

of our warranties for more details!

✓ We use quality hardware that doesn't rust and is anti-theft. Our cables are made of steel covered with industrial-grade braided polyester.

✓ Check out more information and more 
photos and videos on the web:
www.eskairamenagement.com

www.facebook.com/eskairamenagement

✓ RBQ license #5766-8014-01    

✓ Quebec business number (NEQ)
#1173370348
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Eskair: A history of innovation and dedication

Eskair started out in 2014. Its business consisted of helping customers to implement development plans

and install play modules, with a primary goal of promoting contact with nature and pushing oneself further.

In 2016, the municipality of Saint-Claude in Quebec wanted to design a challenge course ''as in the days of

summer camps''.

We had previously had this kind of request several times from across Quebec and we had always refused,

because the original concept of a typical challenge course is unfortunately not compliant with CSA

playground standards, a standard that we hold dearly and which we wanted to respect.

However, this time we gained the municipality’s confidence and this is how Eskair proposed a playground

inspired by the principles of challenge courses. There was a limited budget for this project, so the Eskair

team agreed to take it upon itself to complete this project free of charge in order to provide more leeway

on the quality of the components. It was a true team effort by enthusiasts who felt the project would be a

small revolution in this domain!

After the entire team completed weeks of volunteer work, the first Eskair park was inaugurated! This

project propelled the company and it has been growing steadily ever since, a testament that following your

passion can lead to great things! Every employee who volunteered for this project in 2017 is still working

for Eskair to this day, which is a source of pride!

The Eskair team today

Eskair is comprised of 15 employees who hold various positions 

in the following departments: Administration, Engineering and 

Design, Sales and Marketing, Production and Installation.

Our products are now distributed throughout Quebec and we 

are currently expanding across Canada and the United States.
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Eskair, safety without compromise 

The Canadian standard for outdoor play areas

All of our equipment is designed, manufactured and installed to meet the Canadian CAN/CSA Z614-20 playground standard. 

In order to meet all this standard’s guidelines, Eskair has an engineer on its team who is trained as a playground inspector. In addition, we 

follow a protocol to verify the various aspects of the standard during the various stages of creating new equipment. The standards and 

notion of child play safety is our priority during procurement, workshop drawings and installation. We want to be responsible at all levels. 

Our engineer is also responsible for the application of paragraph 9 of the CAN/CSA Z614-20 standard, which refers to structural integrity 

tests.    

When the project is complete, we provide the customer with a certificate of compliance stating that the equipment and installation 

meets the CSA standard. We also hand over the technical sheets for each piece of equipment so that the customer can add them to their 

maintenance records.  

Children's safety is our priority, and we hope you share this value as well. We invite you to contact us if you notice any damage or a 

situation that could pose a risk to users!
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Professionally designed

Detailed plans for every piece of equipment manufactured by Eskair, as well as their components, are made and validated by an engineer who is also a 

certified playground inspector. Here's an example.
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Wood: low maintenance and full of benefits

Work, cracks and stain…

Eastern white cedar and western red cedar are natural materials that are subject to fluctuations in temperature. Humidity, heat and cold can cause cracks

to appear in the wood other than those visible upon installation, especially within the first 2 years after installation. If the cracks do not pose a problem to

the equipment’s structural integrity or the safety of users, they are considered normal and part of the Eskair product.

We use oversized cedar logs to ensure long-term structural integrity (over 25 years). If a crack appears and creates a safety problem, your warranty applies.

By sending us photos of the equipment, log and crack, our engineering department will evaluate the part and determine whether or not to replace it. A

remedy will be proposed, if applicable.

Our equipment is generally not stained. For safety and/or aesthetic reasons, we may choose to stain certain parts of our equipment with a natural and non-

toxic oil. Upon the customer's request, we can stain the majority of the equipment, for an additional fee. The unstained components do not wear out any

faster. However, they will become grey over time, which is also the desired effect in order to provide color contrasts.

The wood parts require no maintenance. However, if you want to restore vibrant colors, we offer a reconditioning service. For long-term safety and

maintenance reasons, Eskair does not paint its equipment and we advise our customers not to do so. The massive cedar logs we use can remain healthy for

decades without treatment.
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Good maintenance and prevention practices

Regardless of the type of equipment you have on your playground, the key to safe and sustainable use remains regular equipment inspection

and seasonal preventative maintenance. Eskair products require the same level of inspection and maintenance as all other outdoor

recreational products. Here are some recommendations.

PREVENTIVE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

Outdoor recreational equipment, as well as its protective surfaces, are regularly put to the test during the winter. In addition, it undergoes

hundreds of children's visits each week. It is important to schedule a periodic inspection of your playground to identify small problems that

may arise over time, as specified in the Canadian and USA playground standard. An inspection guide with a checklist will be provided to help

you inspect and detect any safety issues. We recommend that you keep maintenance records for each piece of equipment. Don't forget to

react quickly if fixes are needed!

USE

It is strongly recommended that you respect the age ranges indicated on each Eskair product’s nameplate. An adult should be present at all

times to supervise the proper use of play equipment and to detect hazardous items that require special attention such as broken glass or a

piece of equipment that needs repair. In addition, the presence of an adult in the role of game master, instructor or supervisor can contribute a

great deal to children’s play experiences. It is recommended that comfortable seating be provided in front of the play areas for supervisors.

WINTERIZATION

The Canadian CAN/CSA-Z614-20 and U.S. ASTM F1487-17 standards for playgrounds and play equipment make little or no mention of how to

cope with winter. However, note that your playground’s safety environment may change during this period. For example, the protective surface

can freeze and thus lose its damping function, or the snow around the equipment becomes, as a result of the repeated passage of the children,

very hard and slippery. In addition, the openings in some of the equipment may be reduced by snow accumulation, thus representing a risk of

children getting their heads stuck. Eskair's equipment is designed to be used safely during seasons in which the temperature remains above

zero. Any use in other weather conditions must be supervised by a responsible adult, or completely prohibited.
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Solid warranties for peace of mind

Here are Eskair’s warranties on all the components of the modules and equipment we manufacture. These warranties do not cover breakage

caused by vandalism.

✓ Wood - Structural beams 6 inches in diameter and greater: 12 years

✓ Wood - 3x6 logs, 2x4, 2x6 and 1x6 boards: 10 years

✓ Hardware: 20 years – When used under normal conditions and subject to properly maintaining the bolts against severe corrosion.

✓ Steel cables covered with braided polyester: 7 years - Warrantied against rupture. Scratches and other types of damage caused by

normal use or impacts are not warrantied.

✓ Movable fasteners carrying swings: 15-year limited warranty – These fastener joints are warrantied against deterioration caused by

severe rust (enough to interfere with use) for a period of 15 years. Impacts, scratches and wear marks on moving parts and their pivots

resulting from normal use of the equipment are not warrantied.

✓ Swing seats: 5 Years – Warrantied against deterioration sufficient enough to affect user safety for a period of 5 years. Scratches and other

types of damage caused by normal use or impact are not guaranteed.

✓ Aluminium parts: Limited lifetime warranty - Warrantied for the normal lifetime of these type of parts, when used under normal

conditions and properly maintained.

✓ Steel parts: 15-year limited warranty - 15-year rust-induced perforation warranty, excluding steel cables.

✓ Recycled tires: 10-year warranty - We use recycled tires in playgrounds. These tires are cleaned and disinfected.

✓ Landscaping and installation: 1-year warranty on landscaping and equipment installation.

Some of the equipment we offer, such as aluminum play modules or concrete furniture, comes from reliable suppliers with whom we have a solid

relationship. Their warranties are available to you if required.
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Eskair customized support

"Thank you Eric, to you and your team, for the

construction of two parks within our municipality. There

were many comments from citizens over the summer to

express their satisfaction with the final result.

Through our more limited resources, your support in the

parks’ design enabled you to draw on your expertise and

develop several innovative and practical ideas, ideas that

we had not thought of prior and yet made all the

difference for our residents. [...]

The work for the layout and installation of the various

modules was done with high quality, on time and at a

lower cost. It was truly a more than profitable

partnership!”

Matthieu Levasseur, Dir. General, Ste-Clotilde-de-Horton

"As a schoolyard project manager, Eric has helped us greatly in

all stages, including support, estimates and installation. His

knowledge saved us time and money. I enjoyed working with

Eric, his approach is friendly and he always has a solution to

offer us."

Luc Michaud, Dir. École Jardins des lacs, St-Denis-de-Brompton

Our sales team is waiting for your call to help you create your new recreational design! 
Contact us at the early beginning of your project for more comprehensive support. 

Sales:  819-471-7959  \ Admin and general info: 819-469-1441

ventes@eskairamenagement.com
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Welcome arch MOAE-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Welcome
Socialize
Imagine

Description

Give your park a warm, inviting feel with this welcome arch that
makes it easy to spot the entrance to your park or trail. It comes with
a hanging identification sign so you can display the name of the park,
the owner organization, or a partner.

Above-ground equipment
L. 9ft     W. 1ft     H. 12ft
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Sun shelter 12ft x 12ft MOGA-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 10

Game values

Socialize
Imagine
Rest
Get shelter

Description

Whether it's to take cover from the sun or rain, this shelter is very
multifunctional. You can install a table, a swing, a play module, a
sandbox, a theatre/creativity area or a teaching space. Be sure to
consider what times provide sunshine or shade when determining its
orientation.

Surface required
12ft x 12ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 12ft     W. 12ft     H. 9ft
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Sun shelter 12 ft x 24ft MOGA-07PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 30

Game values

Socialize Imagine
Get shelter Rest
Teach

Description

Whether it's to take cover from the sun or rain, this shelter is very
multifunctional and can accommodate a large group. It’s ideal for an
outdoor, as well as a theatre/creativity area. Be sure to consider
what times provide sunshine or shade when determining its
orientation.

Surface required
12ft x 24ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 24ft     W. 12ft     H. 9,5ft
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"L" shape sun shelter (12ft x 24ft x 24ft) MOGA-02PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 50

Game values

Socialize Imagine
Get shelter Rest
Teach

Description

Whether it's to take cover from the sun or rain, this shelter is very
multifunctional and can accommodate a very large group. It’s ideal
for a nature class or as a gathering place. Be sure to consider what
times provide sunshine or shade when determining its orientation.

Surface required
24ft x 24ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 24ft    W. 22,5ft    H. 9,5ft
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Gazebo with steel roof (12 ft x 16ft) MOGA-03PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 14

Game values

Socialize
Get shelter
Rest

Description

This shelter can be tailored to your needs. It’s ideal for parks and
road stops, as well as for a cycling or hiking shelter, and can be used
year-round. It will give your rest area a unique feel and it integrates
perfectly in a wooded or natural setting.

Note: the equipment under the shelter is extra.

Surface required
16ft x 12ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 16ft    W. 12ft    H. 14ft
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♥ Big toy cabinet – free play MOAM-01

Description

This toy shed is a big favorite. It will bring life to your park and help
people make connections in your neighbourhood. The latch will
accommodate a padlock to secure equipment as needed. The storage
shed has shelving and is self-supporting, so it can be installed on any
surface.

Note: toys in the cabinet are not included.

Features

Age group: 5+ years

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Store
Secure
Socialize
Imagine

Surface required
7ft x 6ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 7ft     W. 6ft     H. 7ft

PRODUCT CODE : 
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♥ Small toy cabinet – free play MOAM-02

Game values

Store
Secure
Socialize
Imagine

Description

The toy shed is a big favorite. It will bring life to your park and help people
make connections in your neighbourhood. The latch will accommodate a
padlock to secure equipment as needed. The storage shed has shelving
and is self-supporting, so it can be installed on any surface.

PRODUCT CODE : 

Surface required
7ft x 4ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 7ft     W. 4ft     H. 7ft

Features

Age group: 5+ years

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment
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Bike rack MOSP-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 8 bikes

Game values

Welcome
Socialize
Secure

Description

This beautiful bike rack is ideal to encourage active transportation to
your neighbourhood park. It goes well with other Eskair items and
play modules. When installing, leave enough space on both sides to
accommodate 8 bicycles in the slots.

Surface required
10ft x 10ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6,5ft     W. 4ft     H. 3ft
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Decorative log fence – 6 ft MOCL-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All

Game values

Secure Twirl
Crawl Socialize

Description

These decorative fences are used to delineate a play area. They also
serve as protection to prevent motor vehicles from entering the
playground and to protect young trees from being trampled. Made
of logs, they match perfectly with all the park’s natural amenities.
Children will love to sit there and chat as well as play jumping over
and crawling under.

Surface required
18ft x 13ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 1ft     H. 3,5ft
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Decorative square fence - 6ft MOCL-02PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All

Game values

Secure
Crawl

Description

These decorative fences are used to delineate a play area. They also
serve as protection to prevent motor vehicles from entering the
playground and to protect young trees from being trampled. Made
of logs and 3’x6’ planks, they match perfectly with all the park's
natural amenities. They have a more playful and less expensive
appearance than the MOCL-01 version.

Surface required
2ft x 6ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 1ft     H. 3,5ft
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 Big whiteboard with doors MOAR-02PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 3
Main whiteboard: 8ft x 4ft

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Teach
Socialize
Imagine
Express oneself

Description

A perfect board for an outdoor class. It has a whiteboard writing surface
and washes easily. The nature class will be even better organized thanks
to a second small magnetic board installed on one door, as well as shelf
storage in the other door! The doors are ideal for limiting vandalism and
keeping the board clean between classes. A set of pencils and erasers is
provided with this equipment, as well as 2 padlocks for the doors.

Surface required
9ft x 1ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 10ft     W. 1ft     H. 8ft
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Big whiteboard MOAR-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 3 or 6 if both sides

Game values

Teach Explain
Socialize Imagine
Express oneself

Description

This is a large, 8’ x 4’ whiteboard, and you have the option of making
it two-sided. It can be used for outdoor education, coaching sports
teams or for free play. A set of pencils and erasers comes with this
equipment.

Surface required
22ft x 12,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 10ft     W. 1ft     H. 8ft
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Small 2-sided whiteboard (self-supported) MOAR-03PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
5-12 years

Capacity: 4

Game values

Socialize
Imagine
Express oneself

Description

A two-sided whiteboard that washes easily. Ideal for a daycare. It
comes with 2 types of ground support depending on the space
available in your playground. The MOAR-03 version (top photo) has
two horizontal logs to support it on the ground.

Variant
• Ground-mounted version (bottom photo) – Product code: MOAR-04

Surface required
17ft x 16,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 5ft     W. 1ft     H. 4,5ft
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 Teacher’s chair

Features

Age group: 2+ years
Capacity: 1

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Socialize
Imagine
Express oneself

Description

The teacher's chair can be used in many playful and practical ways.
Children like to roleplay with the chair. It’s oversized, giving your
playground or nature class a playful look. It comes with a decorative
plaque in your choice of image (like the moose head seen in these
photos).

MOBA-07PRODUCT CODE : 
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 Custom public space & urban furniture

Features

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Socialize
Rest

Description

Eskair can manufacture street furniture or a custom-built public
space. We build equipment with playful designs using the best
manufacturing techniques to create solid, durable equipment that
will enrich your social spaces.
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 Custom sculpture

Features

Age group: 2+ years

 Eskair’s signature equipment

Game values

Creativity
Socialize
Free play

Description

Wood carvings bring a lot to your park. They provide beauty and
allow the little ones to express their creativity. Made of solid cedar
wood, these larger-than-life sculptures pass the test of time. These
creations are custom-made and the cost depends on the size of the
sculpture. The only limit is your imagination!
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 Floating bench on rock MOBA-02PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 3+ years
Capacity: 4

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Socialize Climb
Rest Jump 
Quiet play Stretch

Description

A simple bench for children and adults who want to socialize or sit and
rest. Toddlers can also use it as a play table by kneeling on the ground. It
can be used as part of a training course, as a place to stretch the leg
muscles, as well as squat jumping exercises. This bench has a natural
stone component to make it a signature part of your park and gives it a
special quality.

Above-ground equipment
L. 47,5ft    W. 2ft    H. 1,5ft

Measurements as an indication, the 
dimensions vary from one seat to another 
to adapt to the natural rocks used.
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8” log seat MOBA-14

Features

Age group: 3+ years
Capacity: 1

Game values

Climb
Socialize
Relax

Description

These 8” diameter log seats are available individually and can be used for
sitting or Climb. They will complement to your nature class design.

Variant

• 10” log seat – Product code: MOBA-10

Surface required
Diameter 12,5ft

Above-ground equipment
Diameter 8”     H. 12 to 24”

PRODUCT CODE : 
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Half round seat MOBA-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 3+ years
Capacity: 3
Seat dimensions: 60” x 10”

Game values

Socialize Climb
Rest Jump 
Quiet play Stretch

Description

A simple bench for children who prefer playing quietly, want to chat
with their friends or rest. It can be used for more active play when
used for Climb or jumping over it as part of an obstacle course, for
example. This bench is also frequently used for nature classes.

Above-ground equipment
L. 5ft     W. 2ft     H. 1ft
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Square embedded bench MOBA-11PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 3+ years
Capacity: 4
Seat dimensions: 60” x 12”

Game values

Socialize Climb
Rest Jump 
Quiet play Stretch

Description

A simple bench for children who prefer playing quietly, want to chat
with their friends or rest. It can be used for more active play when
used for Climb or jumping over it as part of an obstacle course, for
example. This bench is also frequently used for nature classes.

Surface required
18ft x 13ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 1ft     H. 1,5ft
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Half round seat with chairback MOBA-04PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 3
Seat dimension: 48” x 10”

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Socialize
Rest
Stretch

Description

A simple bench with a backrest providing good back support for
children and adults looking to socialize or rest. It blends in
beautifully with a wooden or natural setting and is ideal along
walking trails or near a training course. It facilitates stretching the leg
muscles.

Above-ground equipment
L. 4ft     W. 2ft     H. 3ft
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Desk bench MOBA-17

Caracteristics

Age group : 3+ years old
Capacity : 2-3 persons

Description

This 100% wood desk bench is a piece of equipment specially
designed to enhance your nature class or your creative corner.
Versatile in its use, it can be used as a desk, bench and even picnic
table by bringing together 2 desk benches face to face. Made of solid
white and red cedar wood, this sturdy and resistant bench will give
you one more option in setting up your dream nature classroom. It is
delivered as a free-standing version.
Option: version anchored to the ground (extra)

PRODUCT CODE:

Game values

Rest Study
Eat Socialize

Above-ground equipment
L. 6 ft W. 36 in   H. 30 in
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Ergonomic bench with half table MOBI-014

Caracteristics

Age group: 3+ years
Capaciy: 2-3 persons

Description

Ergonomic, durable, practical and safe.
This precast concrete and torrefied ash wood bench was specially designed for
outdoor classrooms and parks. Multifunctional, it serves as both a regular
bench, a dining table and a desk for school work. It is a 100% Quebec product
designed to withstand both hot summers and harsh winters. It is made with a
unique blend of recycled glass based concrete that makes it durable and heavy
enough to be anti-theft. It has an anti-graffiti sealer and a lightweight sandblast
finish that does not require maintenance. It moves with a small machinery and
does not require a concrete slab on the ground.

PRODUCT CODE:

Game values

Rest Study
Eat Socialize

Above-ground equipment
L. 6,5 ft
W. 32 in 

H. 28,5 in
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Small double bench with storage MOBA-15PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 2 to 4
Storage spaces: 2

Game values

Socialize Store
Rest Quiet play

Description

This furniture has been designed to meet the specific needs of
daycares and has a multitude of uses. It can be used as a place to
dress a baby, and it has accessible storage under both seats for
everyday objects.

Above-ground equipment
L. 4ft     W. 2,5ft     H. 2,5ft
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Double Adirondack chair with table MOBA-03PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 2

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Socialize
Rest
Admire the scenery

Description

A timeless classic, the Adirondack chair signifies rest and comfort.
Whether it's Socialize, admiring the scenery or watching your
children playing, this double chair will definitely be very popular!

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 3,5ft     H. 4,5ft
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Concrete bench with recycled plastic seat PRODUCT CODE : MOBI-006

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 4

Game values

Socialize
Rest

Description

This very solid concrete bench has a seat made of recycled plastic for
a lower environmental impact. It makes for attractive furniture along
streets, walking trails, in a park or at a location with picturesque
views. Because it is self-supporting, its installation is easier and
doesn’t require a concrete base.
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Garden planter with benches MOJA-01PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 10

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Learn Discover
Socialize Rest
Sensory play

Description

This garden planter will be a hit in your social area or your urban
garden. Made of solid cedar logs and 2” x 6” planks, this garden
planter will stand the test of time and weather. The benches on the
side serve as a resting area and allow the little ones to reach into the
planter easily. It can be custom-built according to your needs.

Above-ground equipment
L. 9,5ft     W. 5ft     H. 3ft
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Garden planter MOJA-02PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 10

Game values

Learn
Discover
Sensory play

Description

This garden planter is often used in community gardens, and can also
be easily installed in a park or along the streets for a municipality
interested in providing edible landscaping, for example. Schools and
daycare centres seeking to incorporate gardening into their
curriculums love it!

Above-ground equipment
L. 8ft     W. 3ft     H. 3ft
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Swing with roof MOBA-16PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: All
Capacity: 2 to 3

Game values

Socialize
Rock oneself
Rest
Admire the scenery

Description

Who doesn’t enjoy swinging gently in the great outdoors? Everyone
will love this adult swing to relax in a park or on the water's edge. Its
durable construction will ensure it stands the test of time and gain
many fans! Its warm, friendly look will help beautify your park.

Above-ground equipment
L. 11,5ft     W. 4,5ft     H. 9ft
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♥ Moving seats with cedar cask MOBA-13PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 3+ years
Capacity: 2

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climb
Learn
Socialize
Relax
Rock oneself

Description

Children love to settle down to daydream and relax. The barrels can
also be crossed during a course game. They are attached to the
ground to prevent swinging and twisting, so they are considered
furniture. They are also very popular with children with special
needs.

Surface required
24ft x 16,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11,5ft    W. 5ft    H. 6ft
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♥ Moving seat with banana seats MOBA-05PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5-12 years
Capacity: 2

♥ Children’s favorite

Game values

Rock oneself
Socialize
Relax

Description

Children love to settle down to daydream and relax. The banana
seats are attached to the ground to prevent swinging and twisting,
so they are considered furniture. They are also very popular with
children with special needs.

Surface required
23,5ft x 16ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11,5ft    W. 4ft    H. 5,5ft
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♥ Moving seats - cedar cask + banana seat MOBA-12PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 2

♥ Children's favorite

 Eskair's signature equipment

Game values

Climb
Socialize
Relax
Rock oneself

Description

Children love to settle down to daydream and relax. The barrels can
also be crossed during a course game. The banana seat and barrel
are attached to the ground to prevent swinging and twisting, so they
are considered furniture. They are also very popular with children
with special needs.

Surface required
23,5ft x 16,5ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 11,5ft    W. 5ft    H. 5,5ft
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MOTA-02

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 6

Description

A massive western cedar table built with 3” x 6” planks. This table is 
attractive, solid and very durable! It includes 6 log seats installed around 
the table, which is 30” high. 

Variants 

• Accessible for those with reduced mobility: includes 5 log seats and a 

free space for a wheelchair - Product Code: MOTA-04 

• Junior size: table height 23 ½” - Product code: MOTJ-03

PRODUCT CODE : Round table

Game values

Socialize
Relax
Free and structured play

Surface required
Diameter 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
Diameter 6ft     H. 2,5ft
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Round table with half-round benches MOTA-03PRODUCT CODE : 

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 6

Game values

Socialize
Relax
Free and structured play

Description

This beautiful solid and durable table includes 3 half-round log 
benches installed around the table which is a height of 30”.

Variants 

• Accessible for those with reduced mobility: includes 2 half-round log 

benches and a free space for a wheelchair - Product code: MOTA-05 

• Junior size: The table height is 23 ½” for children 18 months to 5 years, and 

can accommodate 9 children – Product code: MOTJ-04 

Surface required
Diameter 18,5ft

Above-ground equipment
Diameter 5,5ft     H. 2,5ft
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Junior square table PRODUCT CODE : MOTJ-01

Features

Age group: 18 months to 5 years
Capacity: 9

Game values

Socialize
Relax
Free and structured play

Description

Ideal for a daycare, this solid, durable table features 4 half-round log 
benches installed around the table, which is 23 ½” high. The benches 
are 14” high.

Surface required
18ft x 18ft 

Above-ground equipment
L. 6ft     W. 6ft     H. 2ft
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Square concrete table PRODUCT CODE : MOBI-001

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 8

Game values

Socialize
Relax
Eat

Description

A concrete street table with 4 built-in benches for parks and nature 
classes.

Variant

• Accessible for those with reduced mobility: includes 3 benches and a 

free space for up to 7 people – Product code: MOBI-002 
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Round concrete table PRODUCT CODE : MOBI-003

Features

Age group: 5+ years
Capacity: 8

Game values

Socialize
Relax
Eat

Description

A concrete street table with 4 built-in benches for parks and nature 
classes.

Variant

• Accessible for those with reduced mobility: includes 3 benches and a 

free space for a wheelchair , suitable for up to 7 people – Product code: 

MOBI-004 
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Circular concrete trash can PRODUCT CODE : MOBI-005

Description

This circular concrete bin is an excellent addition to your urban equipment to ensure the premises are kept clean. It
can be used for both waste and recovery. The lid removes easily when it comes time to empty it. Its strength and
durability are more resistant to vandalism. Its weight makes it difficult to tip over.

New model
available soon
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Urban furniture – several concrete-wood models available on demand
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You have not found what you were looking for?

Contact us to discuss it!

We have several other special creations that might
interest you, or it could be possible to tailor an 
equipment to meet your needs.

We look forward to assisting you in the realization
of your project!

Marie-Pier Vincent
Sales and marketing director
819 471-7959
ventes@eskairamenagement.com

mailto:ventes@eskairamenagement.com

